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Pre-vessel ISPS Questionnaire

The attached questionnaire is intended to be completed by the agents of all Seagoing ships intended for loading or discharging cargoes at the installation of Nustar Terminals Amsterdam.
The completed questionnaire should be send to ; wacht@nustarenergy.com
at least 24 hours before arrival of the ship.
If this is not possible due to whatever reason, Nustar Terminals Amsterdam should
be provided soonest possible with all relevant information prior to arrival.
The complete ISPS visitors list should be submitted to ; www.nustar-meldpunt.nl
at least 12 hours before arrival of the ship.
If this is not possible due to whatever reason, Nustar Terminals Amsterdam should
be provided soonest possible with all relevant information prior to arrival.
It should be borne in mind that unregistered persons and services arriving at Nustar
Terminals Amsterdam may be either refused entry, or detained at the gate until identification has been verified ( ISPS ). Similarly, spare parts, ships stores or other items
may not be landed onto the shore by the ships crew for later collection unless such
items were previously declared on the below list.

Vessel
Vessel name
Port of registry
IMO nr
Ship ISPS level
Agent
Contact phone

;
;
;
;
;
;

Additional information

;

Ship chandler
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Chandlers name
Approximate stores amount
Truck registration number
Date of delivery
Name of truck-driver

;
;
;
;
;

Spare parts
Company name
Number and description of parts
Number and description of parts
Number and description of parts
Truck registration number
Date of delivery
Name of truck-driver

;
;
;
;
;
;
;

Repairs
Type of repairs required
Company name
Date of repair
Name of technician
Name of technician
Name of technician

;
;
;
;
;
;

Bunkers by boat
Type of bunkers required
Delivery company name
Date of delivery

;
;
;

